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From:
To:
Cc:
Sent:
Received:
Subject: Fukushima prevention and cure

Sir/Madam

 

         I am just a member of the public that works as an operations technician in a CCGT power
station and was following events as they unfolded in Fukushima wondering how it could have been
prevented or minimized by what little technical knowledge I have on conventional power stations. 

         The first that stood out and was the main cause of events was loss of emergency
generators that could power reactor cooling, here I thought back years ago when besides emergency
generators we used to have Turbo Feed Water Pumps (Steam powered pumps) continuously in standby
waiting for a pressure drop that would have meant that electric pumps have failed, to kick in,
these would continue to provide  water as long as there was an ample water supply and Boilers had
any heat in them left capable of producing steam, after that it wouldn’t really matter. Even if
these pumps for any reason where flooded they still operate unhindered and would still supply
cooling. If something like this was in Fukushima it would have prevented most of what ensued
after the earthquake and tsunami.

         The next one is after cooling was lost the attempts to cool reactors, for this one I
would suggest that any New Reactors are built in an area which would come naturally under water
level, this water level would be where the nuclear power station takes the secondary cooling
water from, it being sea, river etc, like a quarry that could easily be flooded in case of an
extreme emergency, this would also make it easier to bury if things still came to worse besides
minimizing radiation in the horizontal directions. 

         Lastly that any spent or nearly spent fuel should have containment as strong and sound
as that for reactors as we have seen what this fuel caused to the whole event.

I hope that no country takes the attitude of saying Fukushima cannot possibly happen here, as we
all well know anything can happen anywhere. Thanks

 

John Zammit
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